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Introduction
Transferability is about getting the same result on different instruments for the
same sample.
Achieving good transferability is becoming increasingly critical as instruments using
Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) enjoy greater use with dairies around the globe.
Rather than a single lonely instrument working away in a control room somewhere, populations of instruments installed both within a single factory and across
different production sites are now the norm. But all these instruments present a
challenge for instrument owners. Checking and managing transferability has, until
recently, involved time, work and specialist knowledge within the organisation.
The advent of a new automatic standardisation method* for (FTIR) instruments
is a game-changer that opens the door to high levels of consistent transferability
with little or no effort on the part of operators. It makes the prospect of highly
stable analytical units delivering consistent results across the whole fleet a reality
for any dairy operation.
This whitepaper will examine:
• Transferability and instrument standardisation
• The impact of transferability on accuracy
• The significance of improved transferability for dairy operations using a master/
satellite set up as an example
• Conclusions on how transferability can lead to extended use of FTIR instruments

Transferability and a short history of instrument
standardisation
Transferability is achieved by standardising
instruments so that they all measure alike.
A method** for doing this was originally
developed during the 1990’s when FTIR
instruments came into everyday use. It is
well proven, but involves some time and
work. More importantly, those performing
the standardisation need to know exactly

what they are doing when it comes to running FTIR instruments.
This situation has been addressed with a
new automated form of instrument standardisation that makes standardisation much
quicker and more reliable. To illustrate the
significance of this advance, let’s take a clos-

*Patent pending ** US Patent ref 5 933792 Method of standardizing an interferometer
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er look at the concept of standardisation
and why it is so critical for transferability.

on two different instruments, will obviously
want to achieve the same result. And, having invested in new prediction models or
updates they will want to push them out
to all instruments with the least possible
time and effort. To achieve this, all the instruments involved need to be standardised
quickly and reliably.

Any FTIR instrument used for routine dairy
analysis will include parts from different
sources, for instance, light sources, lasers
and spectrometer elements. While carefully
chosen and tested for the job to be done, it
is unlikely that any of these parts will live up
to the standards of research-grade equipment, otherwise the price would be beyond
the expectations of most dairy producers
seeking a practical solution giving a rapid
return on investment.

The previous
standardization method
To date, standardisation of FOSS FTIR instruments has been based on using a special
liquid called FTIR Equalizer. This is a wellknown, patented method. The FTIR Equalizer liquid provides a carefully-produced
sample which is scanned to give a master
spectrum. The same sample is scanned on
other instruments and any necessary adjustments are made to ensure that all the
instruments deliver results that match the
master spectrum.

The different sources of parts inside the box
introduce variables that, in turn, leads to
some variation between instruments. Wear
on parts over time is another factor that can
lead to differences between instruments.
With FTIR equipment the cuvette is a critical part that is subject to wear from all the
milk samples flowing through it. The degree
of wear will vary from one instrument to
another depending on how long they have
been in use and when the last service was
performed.

There are some considerations to be kept
in mind with this method. The instrument
owner needs to purchase the liquid and
keep it under the correct conditions, for
example refrigerated. In addition, the procedure may be too involved for instrument
owners lacking the resources and general
know how about running FTIR instruments.
As a result, the task of standardisation is
not always addressed correctly and results
delivered across instruments begin to vary
or ‘drift’.

If we take the case of our lonely instrument
working away in a control room, it could be
argued that a slight variation from another
instrument in another company and in another part of the world is insignificant. After
all, if both are delivering consistent results
within the stated accuracy range, they are
both fulfilling their role as valuable tools for
quality and process control.

The advent of the zero setting
standardisation

Nonetheless, instrument standardisation is
essential, for instance, for the use of global
prediction models without incurring undue
reference analysis required to get an instrument to ‘where it should be’ before models
are applied. Further, if we look at several
instruments linked in a typical master/satellite setup, any small differences between
instruments soon become an issue. Owners
and operators measuring the same sample

The need for know-how was a particular
consideration when, in 2013, FOSS released
a practical FTIR instrument designed specifically for users throughout the dairy industry
in India. The target market included farmers and small cooperatives with no prior
knowledge of FTIR which made the existing
standardisation method impractical.
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The new method is much simpler. It means
that the instrument can be quickly standardised automatically every two hours instead
of every two weeks or so, see figure 1. This
is a huge advantage for users. It stops the
instrument from drifting and saves a lot of
time, work and training. Further, the method has been refined for latest generation
FTIR instruments.

A solution was found by using an existing
design feature of FOSS FTIR instruments
called the zero setting. Every 2nd hour,
water with a small amount of detergent
(zero liquid) is measured to provide a reference for subsequent measurements. This
led to the idea of using the spectrum from
the zero setting to calculate differences between instruments.
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High accuracy has been achievable for decades, but as instruments wear over time - maintaining accuracy
can be costly and time-consuming.

Always standardised

everything happens to be aligned, transferability becomes ubiquitous. It is something
that technical managers no-longer need to
speculate about, but rather a normal everyday aspect of efficient analytical operations.

Not only is work saved in keeping instruments measuring alike. The regular standardisation ensures consistency of results
over time for both individual instruments
and a population of such. Because instruments are always standardised, transferability can can be relied on at anytime. Instead of a single fleeting moment when

This consistent level of transferability leads
to improved stability over time and to gains
in accuracy.
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Transferability and accuracy
Accuracy is calculated by comparing the
result from the instrument with the wet
chemistry analysis.
There are many types of error that can occur

to spoil the picture as shown in figure 2 below. As shown, the errors can be separated
into different classes.

Figure 2
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requiring frequent slope/intercept adjustments to be made to compensate. Not only
is the accuracy of the individual instrument
affected, it will also affect the integrity of
the whole group of instruments – the ‘one
bad apple’ saying effectively comes to mind
here.

Accuracy is approximately the square sum
of all error sources involved (figure 2) and
hence only the largest contributions matter.
In relation to transferability, if drift and differences between instruments are kept in
check, they become insignificant.

The goal of transferability then is that results
should be consistent over time, irrespective of the instruments that generate them.
Improved transferability now provides a
platform for taking advantage of the many
positive developments in FTIR analytical
technology over recent years that all have
a stake in accuracy, including, for instance,
robust global prediction models, ease of
use and simplified pump and flow systems.

In this way, improved transferability plays
its role alongside other factors in contributing to accuracy. If transferability is poor, it
can puncture accuracy by, for example, preventing a perfectly good prediction model
adjustment to be implemented correctly.
The instrument concerned will then deliver
results which are not consistent with others,
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Significance of improved transferability
for dairy operations
The improved transferability and accuracy
will have a positive ripple effect through
everyday analytical operations. A typical

master and satellite set-up shows the advantages for reduced work and costs in
aligning instruments.

Figure 3
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Achieving the desired alignment shown in
figure 3 is made quick and easy using the
new standardisation method. For instance,
when the standardisation is performed, a
slope and intercept adjustment is required,
this can be done just once at the master level. The slope/intercept adjustment is made
and the same is applied to all other instruments by simply pushing out adjustments
to all instruments involved using the latest
connectivity options available with modern
FTIR instruments.

the risk of variations between multiple reference tests is avoided.

Another advantage is that the use of expensive wet chemistry is reduced because
it is only required once for the single slope
intercept adjustment. Costs are reduced and

• Less discussion when using instruments
for payment purposes

The main advantages of improved transferability include:
• Consistent analytical data contributing to
more efficient production across different
sites in the whole dairy company
• Reduced instrument drift
• Assurance that instrument is performing
correctly according to protocols

• Reduced cost of chemical reference tests
and collection of standard samples
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Conclusion
Due to automatic instrument standardisation, the latest generation MilkoScan FT3
FTIR analysers provide improved transferability compared to previous MilkoScan
models or other FTIR equipment.
Quality control staff can be spared the time
and work of using the FTIR Equalizer method. Further, the improved transferability has
a positive ripple effect on the accuracy of
FTIR analysis, no matter how many instruments are involved and how long they have
been in service. For instance, transferability can contribute to more consistent milk
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standardisation and payment analysis across
the entire dairy operation.
The new level of transferability is a key factor in the evolving world of FTIR analysis.
It sets the scene for other recent developments such as highly robust PLS calibrations,
instrument connectivity and refined instrument design to be fully exploited in pursuit
of more consistent dairy analysis. The prospect of highly stable analytical units delivering consistent high-value results across the
whole fleet of instruments is now a reality
for any dairy operation.

